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ABSTRACT
We propose an adaptive hierarchical translation-based sequential
recommendation called HierTrans that first extends traditional
item-level relations to the category-level, to help capture dynamic
sequence patterns that can generalize across users and time. Then
unlike item-level based methods, we build a novel hierarchical temporal graph that contains item multi-relations at the category-level
and user dynamic sequences at the item-level. Based on the graph,
HierTrans adaptively aggregates the high-order multi-relations
among items and dynamic user preferences to capture the dynamic
joint influence for next-item recommendation. Specifically, the user
translation vector in HierTrans can adaptively change based on
both a user’s previous interacted items and the item relations inside the user’s sequences, as well as the user’s personal dynamic
preference. Experiments on public datasets demonstrate the proposed model HierTrans consistently outperforms state-of-the-art
sequential recommendation methods.
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INTRODUCTION

Sequential recommendation aims to recommend new items based
on a user’s recent behaviors, e.g., to recommend a smart home
device after a user purchases a smart home hub [6, 13]. Existing
sequential recommenders mainly focus on modeling sequential patterns by using user activity sequences, such as Markov Chains [8],
Recurrent Neural Networks, and Convolutional Neural Networks
[11, 27]. However, purely sequence-based recommendation usually
faces challenges in capturing general item relations that are not
easily discovered from highly-personalized user sequences. For example, Figure 1 shows how a purely sequence-based recommender
will treat the two user sequences as fundamentally different, even
though there are clear patterns among the kinds of items being purchased (in this case, laptops and accessories). Though the specific
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Figure 1: The hierarchical structure for two user sequences.
Though the two users purchase different items in sequences,
they have the same sequence patterns at the category-level
and with respect to category-level item relations.
items are different in each sequence, some items are complements
to each other, while others are substitutes. Hence, there is growing
interest in capturing these kinds of multi-relations for improved
recommendation [14, 28, 33] and in particular, of leveraging complementary and substitute relations for their important influence
on user purchases [24, 30, 39].
While encouraging, such relation-aware sequential recommendation still faces several key challenges: (i) Sparsity and Temporal
Generalization: Previous works mainly use item-level relations to
improve non-time aware user recommendation. However, both item
relations and user sequences are typically very sparse since users
interact with very few items. More importantly, these item-level
relations become less useful as items are updated over time (e.g., an
older iPad being replaced by a new model). Thus, we explore how to
view item relations at the category-level as well, since these categorical relations are denser and more stable over time; (ii) Hierarchical
Structure: While most previous methods can directly connect itemlevel relations with user interactions (since sequences are viewed
from an item perspective), a categorical-level perspective introduces a hierarchical structure of category-level item relations and
user-based item-level sequences. Hence, an important question is
how to organize the hierarchical connections so that we can extract
the complex multi-relations among items that are revealed inside
user dynamic sequences; (iii) Personalized Dynamic Adaptation:
Translation-based recommendation has received lots of attention
for strong performance with high scalability to large, real-world
datasets [13, 23]. These methods treat users as translation vectors to
connect items in a translation space, a natural fit for capturing the
interaction between users and the relations among items. However,
most translation-based methods model user translation behavior
identically. In practice, user translation behavior can be influenced
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not only by a user’s previous interacted items and the item relations among those items, but also the user’s personal preference
towards items and item relations. Thus, this interplay is crucial for
relation-aware sequential recommendation.
Considering these challenges, we propose a hierarchical translationbased recommendation method called HierTrans. HierTrans has
three unique properties: First, HierTrans extends traditional itemlevel relations to the category-level, to help capture dynamic sequence patterns that can generalize across users and across time.
Furthermore, these category-level item relations can effectively
alleviate the sparsity problem in both item relations and user sequences; Second, HierTrans is built on a hierarchical temporal
graph G that contains item multi-relations at the category-level
and user dynamic sequences at the item-level. The hierarchical
graph structure enables us to more easily extract the high-order
complex relation patterns among items that are revealed inside user
dynamic sequences; Third, based on G, we propose a novel hierarchical translation-based recommendation method that adaptively
aggregates item multi-relations at the category-level and dynamic
user preferences at the item-level for next-item recommendation.
Specifically, the user translation vector in HierTrans can adaptively
change based on both a user’s previous interacted items and the
item relations inside the user’s sequences, as well as the user’s
personal dynamic preference.
To the best of our knowledge, this work is one of the first to aggregate category-level item relations to dynamically adapt user translation behavior in translation-based recommendation. Through
extensive experiments on three public datasets, HierTrans consistently outperforms state-of-the-art methods by 7.02% in recall and
7.72% in NDCG (on average against the next-best alternative). We
also evaluate different components of HierTrans to better understand their impact on sequential recommendation.
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Table 1: Notation.
Notation
U, I, C
Su
u
S :n,T
G
GC
c i , c®i
(c i , r k , c j )
GI
i, i®
(i, ru , j)

focus on those item relations due to their pervasive real-world application, such as inferring complementary and substitute relations
based on content information since these relations are very sparse
[24, 30, 39]. Here, we mainly focus on the category-level relations.
Furthermore, few of these methods explore such complement and
substitute relations for dynamic sequential recommendation.
Translation-based Method in Graph: Many research efforts have
investigated graph structures [16] for link prediction [2, 19, 22, 28,
29, 35, 38]. Specifically, for translation-based models [17, 31], TransE
[3] first proposed the core idea that items were connected by translation vectors in their vector space. The model structure is simple
but achieves powerful performance in many situations. In followup work, various methods (such as TransH [32] and TransR [18])
extend TransE. Different from these methods that are mainly based
on generic graphs, we investigate the specific structure of a user’s
dynamic sequence (which is a path) inside an item’s heterogeneous
relational graph.

3
2

RELATED WORK

Sequential Recommendation: Sequential dynamics play a key
role in many modern recommenders [1, 13, 36, 37]. Typically, there
are two major types of sequence models: (i) the order-based models
(shown in Figure 2 (a)) consider user sequences as item orders and
focus on uncovering diverse patterns from these orders, such as
using Markov Chains [8, 26], Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)
[5, 11, 12], Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [27, 36, 37] and
attention mechanism [13]; (ii) the translation-based models (shown
in Figure 2 (b)) treat user sequences as user translation behavior
to connect items [6, 7, 23]. These translation-based methods can
capture higher-order user-item interactions [6] and are more scalable compared with neural network-based models. However, most
assume each user translation vector is static and identical, thus
the translation behavior is the same across time; (iii) Our proposed
model, HierTrans, as shown in Figure 2 (c), adaptively aggregates
item high-order multi-relations at the category-level and dynamic
user preferences at the item-level for next-item recommendation.
Thus the translation vector can adaptively change.
Item Relations in User Sequences: Different types of item relations have gained attention to improve recommendation [4, 14, 33].
Among these, complementary and substitute relations [20, 21, 30,
39] highly influence user dynamic sequences. Recently, many works

Explanation
user set, item set, category set
u }
historical sequence for user u, {S 1u , S 2u , ...S |S
u|
u
u
the user u previous T interacted items S n−T
+1 ...S n
the hierarchical graph, contains GC and G I
category-level item relation graph
item i category and the category embedding vector
category of item i and category of item j
are connected by the r k relation
item-level user sequence graph
the item i and the item embedding vector
item i and j are connected by the ru relation

PROPOSED METHOD: HierT rans

We aim to provide a personalized sequential recommendation that
takes advantage of multi-relations between items.
Problem Statement. Formally, we assume a set of users U, items
I and categories C where c i ∈ C denotes the category of item i.
For each user, we have a sequence of items Su = {S 1u , ...S u|S u | } that
u has interacted with. Besides user-item interaction sequences, we
assume there are also multi-types of item relations r k in relation set
R. Here we focus on complementary rc and substitutes r s relations.
A triple (i, r k , j) denotes there exists a type of relation r k ∈ R
between item i and j from I. Our task is: given a user sequence
Su = {S 1u , ...S u|S u | }, we seek to predict the next item for the user.1
Based on the task, we face two key questions: (1) First, how can
we organize the item multi-relations with user sequences to facilitate modeling the dynamic user sequential behavior? (2) Second,
user behavior can change based on both the relations of previously
interacted items and the user’s dynamic personalized preference.
How can we model the joint influence of user preference and item
multi-relations, that at the same time, can also adaptively adjust to
1 Notations

are shown in Table 1. The category of an item is denoted by c with upper
corner of the item letter (e.g., item i ’s category is c i ). The vector embedding of items
and relations are denoted by the same letters with ®·. That is, the vector of item i is
denoted as i® and the relation r k embedding vector is denoted as r®k . Matrices are
represented by boldface uppercase characters.
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Figure 2: Different sequence models. Sku denotes that user u interacted with items in sequence order. r®u is the user translation
vector. (a) Item order-based models, such as RNN, CNN, and Markov Chains, mainly focus on the diverse patterns of item
orders in user sequences; (b) Translation-based sequence models treat users as translation vectors to connect items, which
models ‘higher-order’ interactions between a user, her previously interacted items and the next interacted item. Since r®u stays
the same in the user sequence, these models assume a user’s translation behavior connecting items is the same across time;
(c) Our proposed HierTrans considers both user personal preferences and item relations. The translation behavior (green line)
can adaptively change according to both user preference and the relations of her recent interacted items, making the model
more flexible to capture user complex dynamic preferences over time.
the user’s dynamic personal preferred item/item relations? We deal
are closer connected by r k [30]. For example, if a laptop and mouse
with each of these questions in the following.
are complementary, we can infer the categories of the laptop and
mouse are closer correlated in complementary relations. Furthermore, relations among different items also contain rich information.
3.1 Hierarchical Temporal Graph
For example, if we know both a keyboard and mouse are compleWe organize/build a hierarchical temporal graph G to facilitate
mentary to a laptop, then keyboard and mouse are closer correlated.
modeling the dynamic joint influence of the item relations and user
The
built graph structure smooths the way to investigate them.
personalization. Specifically, the graph G contains three parts, as
shown in Figure 3(a)(b): the graph GC captures item multi-relations
at the category-level; the graph G I captures each user’s dynamic
sequence at the item-level; and finally, the connections between
the two graphs to integrate the hierarchical connections. In the
following, we detail each step of this construction in order.
Item Multi-Relations Graph: The first graph GC = (V C , EC ) is
built by the category-level item connections to facilitate exploiting item high-order semantic multi-relations. The nodes are item
categories V C = ∪i ∈I c i . Based on [30], we extend the item relations into category-level relations with the following rule: if item
i complements/substitutes item j, then the category c i of item i
complements/substitutes category c j of item j. That is [30]:
• For complementary: if (i, rc , j) ⇒ (c i , rc , c j ) ∈ GC ;
• For substitutable: if (i, r s , j) ⇒ (c i , r s , c j ) ∈ GC ;
We use the category-level relations since the choices of specific
items are highly personalized in user sequences and item-level
relations in existing datasets are extremely sparse [21, 39]. We
observe that, category-level relations [30] are highly relevant to
user sequences, and can usually provide denser and generic item
relation information that can be applied for different user sequences.
Furthermore, for sequential recommendation, we should ensure
the model can be generalized with time drift. Considering that items
can be updated over time, the category-level relations are more
stable in time dimension. For example, an iPad2 may be updated to
iPad3, but they both belong to the same tablet category. Thus the
category-level relations of the iPad2 can also be considered to the
iPad3 [30], such as being complementary to the earbud category.
Therefore, we extend the item-level relations to category-level
based on [30] in order to capture category-level semantic information to help sequential recommendation. That it, we want to
capture if item i and j are related, their categories probably share
similar semantic information under r k , and their representations

Dynamic User Interactions Graph: The second graph G I =
(V I , E I ) is built by user sequences to facilitate exploiting user dynamic preference towards specific items. The nodes in G I are specific items V I = ∪i ∈I i. Concretely, we treat user sequences as a
series of transitions the user u has made between each two adjacent
items in S u . Each user represents one type of relation as ru . In sum,
• For user u ∈ U, if item j is next to item i in the user sequence
S u , then (i, ru , j) ∈ G I ;
Thus, the node connections in G I can dynamically change with
user sequences changes.
Connecting the Two Graphs: Last, we connect GC and G I :
• For item i, if item i belongs to category c i , then we connect
them by the belongs to relation: (i, rb , c i );
where rb represents the belongs to relation. The connections naturally aggregate the complex influence from both item category-level
relations and user sequences as shown in Figure 3(b).

3.2

Recommendation with HierTrans

This section introduces HierTrans that explores the dynamic joint
influence between user personal preference and item multi-relations
for next item prediction based on the graph G, as shown in Figure 3(c)(d). Since translation-based methods have shown success
at capturing user-item interactions [6], it motivates us to utilize
its structure to investigate the user-item relation interactions in
dynamic sequences. The basic idea of traditional translation-based
recommendation is: user sequences, e.g., S u = {S 1u , S 2u ...S u|S u | }, are
composed by triples <head, translation relation, tail>, where the
head represents the item that user has previously interacted with,
u .
and the tail is the next item. They satisfy: S®nu + r®u ≈ S®n+1
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Figure 3: Overview of HierTrans on the hierarchical temporal graph G. Dots in GC /G I represent categories/items. Category
nodes are connected (grey lines) by item relations in GC . Each user connects item nodes by their sequences (red lines) in G I .
The item-category connections (in blue dotted lines) represent the “belongs to” relations shown in (c). With HierTrans, we can
predict a user’s next item based on both user preference and the item relations inside the user sequence, as shown in (d).
HierTrans adaptively aggregates the embedding based on GC
and G I . The high-level idea of HierTrans can be formulated as:
I
u
u
∗u
®
®
Head(G
, GC |S :n,T
) + Trans(r
u |S :n,T , r k ) ≈ S®n+1 ,

(1)

u
u
u
where S :n,T
= [Sn−T
+1 ...S n ] is the user u’s previous T interacted
u is the next item. For each term in Equation (1): (i) The
items and Sn+1
I , GC |S u ) captures both user personal dynamic pre®
head Head(G
:n,T

ferred patterns through G I and item multi-relation patterns through
u
®
GC inside the user’s recent sequences S :n,T
by function Head;
u
®
(ii) We propose a novel user translation vector Trans(ru |S
, r k ),
:n,T

which models a user’s dynamic personal preferred item relations.
Different from previous translation-based recommendation where
the user translation vector r®u is static and identical across time, this
proposed user translation vector can adaptively change based on
both a user’s previous interacted items and item relations r k inside
the user’s sequences, as well as the user’s personal preference. (iii)
Similar to translation-based methods, the tail is the embedding of
user next item learned by HierTrans. In the following, we show the
detailed construction.
I , GC |S u ).
®
3.2.1 Construction of Relation-aware Head Head(G
:n,T

The head of HierTrans contains both item relations from GC and
user personal preference from G I .
I , GC |S u ). To
®
I. Item Category-level Multi-relation in Head(G
:n,T

extract item relations inside user sequences, we first learn the item
category relation-aware embeddings in GC . TransE is leveraged
(note that TransH and TransR can also be easily applied):
c®i + r®k ≈ c®j ,

k ∈ {c, s}.

(2)

This means that when (c i , r k , c j ) holds, the item j category embedding c®j should be the nearest neighbor of c®i + r®k .
I , GC |S u ). In G I , differ®
II. User Personal Preference in Head(G

u . Thus, Head
® here
union and skip patterns by CNN [27]) in S :n,T
is a function which returns a vector that has the same dimension
as the user translation vector, such as the attention and CNN. We
® in Section 4.2.
discussed the choice of Head
I , GC |S u ). With
®
III. Relation-aware Pattern Learned by Head(G
:n,T
I
the item embedding i® based on G and item category-level relationaware embedding c®i based on GC , how can we incorporate them to
capture the dynamic item relations inside user sequences? Different
from other relations, the item and its category are very closely
related to each other. So we connect G I and GC by adding the
corresponding embedding vectors: if item i’s category is c i , then

i®∗ = i® + c®i ,

(3)

u , we apas shown in Figure 3(c)(d). That is, for each item in S :n,T
I , GC |S u ). Thus HierTrans
®
ply Equation (3) to construct Head(G
:n,T

considers the previous T items relation-aware patterns that contain
both dynamic user preference and item multi-relations.
u
®
3.2.2 Construction of Adaptive Translation Trans(r
u |S :n,T , r k ).
Many existing translation-based recommendations assume user
translation vector is static and identical [6, 23]. However, in practice,
user translation behaviors are dynamic based on both (1) previously
interacted items and those item relations; (2) personal preference
towards specific items and personal preference towards item relations. For example, some users frequently change cellphones while
others do not. For those users, substitutable relation is frequently
utilized. Considering that, we propose a novel adaptive translation
vector that considers these influence factors.
We first construct the candidates of user translation choice based
on user preference and item relations:

:n,T

ent from item relations which pair each two nodes, items in user sequences are connected in order. Thus, we explore the unified items efu
u
u
fects. That it, we consider the recent T items S :n,T
= [Sn−T
+1 ...S n ]
u , we can
together to extract the user preference. Based on S :n,T
follow recent models to extract the different patterns (such as the

r®uk := t® + t®u + r®k ,

k ∈ {c, s, n},

(4)

where t® denotes the global transition dynamics across all users [6].
t®u represents user personal preference translation. r®k represents
embedding of different item relations (®
r n is “not related”).
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Table 2: Amazon datasets. Sparsity is item sparsity in the
user-item matrix.

where Wa , b®a and u®w are learnable [34]. Based on Equation (5),
through attention mechanisms and the construction of r®uk , user’s
translation behaviors are adaptively changed according to user preI , GC |
®
vious interacted items and their relation patterns (by Head(G
u )), her personal preference (by t® ) and her preferred item relaS :n,T
u
tions (by r®k ). Hence, with different previous interacted items, the
translation vector is adaptively changed.

purchase sequences. Following prior work [13, 27], we convert all
numeric ratings to implicit feedback of 1. We discard users having
less than n feedbacks (n is 20 for Elec, 5 for C & A, and 5 for H & K
to obtain different sparsity and number of item relations). We also
remove items having less than 3 feedbacks to keep the original user
sequence patterns and alleviate the cold-start problem. Categorylevel relations are trained based on the item-level relation frequency
to alleviate noise.
Similar to prior work in this area [13], we split the user sequences
S u into three parts: the most recent interacted item in each user
sequence (S u|S u | ) for testing; the second most recent interacted item
(S u|S u |−1 ) as the validation data; the remaining items are used as
training data.
Evaluation Metrics. To be consistent with prior work in sequential recommendation [13, 27], we adopt two common top-k metrics
– recall@k and NDCG@k [13] – for evaluating recommendation
performance. The recall at top-k measures the fraction of user next
items that have been predicted over all purchased items. NDCG@k
considers the position of correctly recommended items. Following
the setup used in prior work [9, 13, 15], we randomly sample 100
negative items for each user and rank these items with the groundtruth items to avoid heavy computation on all user-item pairs. The
evaluation metrics can be calculated based on the 101st items.

3.3

Baselines. We compare HierTrans with the following baselines:

Dataset
Electronics
C&A
H&K

Users
11,965
23,539
19,231

Items
22,791
11,170
20,098

Feedback
303,125
173,464
251,825

Categories
622
50
853

Relations
174,255
4,704
222,911

Item Sparsity
0.111%
0.066%
0.065%

Then we use the attention mechanisms [10, 34] to capture the
relation that the user would choose for the next item:
I
u
®
h®uk = Head(G
, GC |S :n,T
) + t®u + r®k
u®uk = tanh(Wa h®uk + b®a )
⊤ u® )
exp(®
uuk
w
αuk = Í
⊤ u® )
exp(®
u
k
uk w
Õ
u
®
T rans(r
αuk r®uk ,
u |S :n,T , r k ) =

(5)

k

Optimization

The loss function of HierTrans contains the user dynamic personal
preference learning, item multi-relations learning and regularizer:
arg min L I (G I ) + LC (GC ) + R(Ω).

Ω
I
I
L (G ) is user item-level personal preference learning and LC (GC )

is item category-level relation learning. Ω is the set of model parameters. R(Ω) is L 2 regularizer here [6]. For L I (G I ) [6]:
Õ Õ Õ
L I (G I ) = −
ln σ (p̂u,S u , j − p̂u,S u , j ′ ),
u ∈U j ∈Su j ′ <Su

:n,T

:n,T

where j denotes the next item of Snu in user sequence S u . σ (·) is the
sigmoid function. p̂u,S u , j means the probability that u will prefer
:n,T
j given previous T items, which is calculated by:
I
u
u
∗
®
®
p̂u,S u , j ∝ β j − d(Head(G
, GC |S :n,T
) + Trans(r
u |S :n,T , r k ), j® ),
:n,T
(6)
where β j is item bias. We take ||x® − y||
® 2 as the dissimilarity measure
d(®
x, y)
® to calculate the probability. For LC (GC ) [3]:
Õ
Õ
Õ
LC (GC ) =
max(0, γ
k ∈ {c,s } (c i ,r k ,c j )∈R (c i ′ ,r k ,c j ′ )∈R ′
′

′

+ d(®
c i + r®k , c®j ) − d(®
c i + r®k , c®j )),
where R ′ represents the negative sets R ′ = ∪k ∈ {c,s } ({(i ′, r k , j) ∪
(i, r k , j ′ )}). (i ′, r k , j) means i ′, j ∈ I but they are not related by r k .
Here d(·, ·) uses the same measurement as Equation (6). The γ > 0
is a margin hyperparameter [3].

4

• BPR [25]. This is the standard Bayesian personalized ranking
(BPR) framework using matrix factorization;
• TransE [3]. We use user sequences to build the graph and
recommend items based on a nearest neighbor search of the
item embeddings. Notice other translation based methods,
e.g., TransH and TransR, can be easily adapted for HierTrans,
thus here we focus on TransE as a representative method;
• TransFM [23]. For the recent TransFM, we consider the item’s
category relation as side information;
• TransRec [6]. It treats each user as a translation vector to
connect items by user sequences and learn item embeddings;
• GRU4Rec [11]. This is a session-based recommender based
on RNN. We treat each user’s sequence as a session;
• Caser [27]. A state-of-the-art sequential recommendation
method based on a CNN to deal with high-order Markov
Chains;
• SASRec [13]. The recent state-of-the-art sequential recommendation method uses a self-attention mechanism to capture useful user sequence patterns. We also use two selfattention blocks;

EXPERIMENTS

We adopt three public datasets from Amazon [21]: Electronics (Elec),
Cell Phones & Accessories (C & A), and Home & Kitchen (H & K), as
shown in Table 2. They contain rich types of item relations and user

Parameter settings. The number of latent dimensions is empirically set to be 200 and attention dimension is 100 for all methods.
T = 10. γ = 1.0. The regularizer is chosen by grid search from {0.5,
0.1, 0.05, 0.01, ... 0.00001}, drop out rate is from {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}
and the learning rate is from {0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1}. The negative
sampling ratio is 1. For HierTrans, other hyperparameters are tuned
®
based on the validation data. Head(·)
is the average function for
®
the three datasets. We discussed the choices of Head(·)
(such as
attention and convolution) in Section 4.2. All experimental settings,
data, and code can be found at http:// people.tamu.edu/ ~zhan13679/ .
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Table 3: Evaluating HierTrans versus baselines over three datasets (for all metrics, higher is better). The percentage improvement compares HierTrans versus the next-best alternative.
Dataset

Elec

C&A

H&K

4.1

Metric
R@1
R@5
R@10
N@5
N@10
R@1
R@5
R@10
N@5
N@10
R@1
R@5
R@10
N@5
N@10

BPR
0.1073
0.2800
0.3942
0.1996
0.2363
0.1359
0.3145
0.4144
0.2285
0.2603
0.0660
0.2058
0.3041
0.1368
0.1686

TransE
0.1161
0.2828
0.3941
0.2020
0.2390
0.1197
0.2974
0.4006
0.2114
0.2472
0.0688
0.2355
0.3580
0.1539
0.1945

TransFM
0.1296
0.3200
0.4410
0.2267
0.2653
0.1328
0.3295
0.4419
0.2344
0.2703
0.0860
0.2467
0.3610
0.1592
0.1976

GRU4Rec
0.1153
0.2959
0.4162
0.2029
0.2435
0.1393
0.3455
0.4742
0.2202
0.2635
0.0695
0.1815
0.2712
0.1374
0.1687

Recommendation Performance

Table 3 shows the recommendation performance. R@1 and N@1
are the same and precision can be calculated based on recall for
the user’s next purchased item prediction [13]. The last column
(Improv.) shows the percentage improvement of HierTrans over
the next-best alternative. Overall, we observe the full-blown HierTrans improves upon all the baselines on all datasets in recall@k
and NDCG@k. Concretely, HierTrans outperforms the next-best
alternative by 7.02% in recall and 7.72% in NDCG on average.
Specifically, HierTrans consistently outperforms TransRec, which
shows the importance of modeling item multi-relations inside user
sequences and considering the T previous items. More importantly,
comparing with TransFM, HierTrans consistently achieves a better
performance. This confirms HierTrans can more effectively utilize
item category-level information for sequential recommendation.
For different datasets, HierTrans obtains a large improvement in
Electronics and H&K while the improvement in C&A is relatively
small. We attribute the good performance of HierTrans to the rich
item relations in both Electronics and H&K based on the Relations
column in Table 2. Furthermore, the proposed HierTrans outperforms all baselines on both sparse and dense datasets. One likely
reason is that the incorporated item information in HierTrans can
(1) provide more evidence for user sequential patterns and thus can
alleviate the sparsity problem in user sequences; (2) also give more
insights to effectively learn sequential patterns among the complex
user interactions in dense datasets. We also check different latent
dimensions ([50,100,150,200]). HierTrans consistently outperforms
the other methods (omit this part due to space limitation).

4.2

Ablation Study

The section introduces several variants of HierTran to analyze
their effects: (1) TransRecC: we only incorporate item categorylevel relations in TransRec without considering attention of user
translations and multiple previous items; (2) TransRecI : we directly
apply item-level relations in the user sequence graph rather than
category-level; (3) Concat: instead of using i®∗ = i® + c®i , we concatenate the category embedding to item embedding; (4) Connection:
we introduce “belongs to” relation embedding to connect i® and c®i ;

Caser
0.1570
0.3830
0.4997
0.2739
0.3117
0.1423
0.3615
0.4397
0.2615
0.2867
0.0809
0.1914
0.2717
0.1403
0.1677

TransRec
0.1678
0.4028
0.5313
0.2892
0.3308
0.2153
0.4660
0.5925
0.3459
0.3867
0.1053
0.2817
0.3898
0.1955
0.2304

SASRec
0.1799
0.3954
0.5117
0.2925
0.3303
0.1848
0.4146
0.5327
0.3043
0.3426
0.0973
0.2585
0.3696
0.1796
0.2149

HierTrans
0.1927
0.4551
0.5891
0.3285
0.3721
0.2300
0.4775
0.6031
0.3591
0.3994
0.1158
0.2984
0.4099
0.2096
0.2454

Improv.
7.1%
13.0%
10.9%
12.3%
12.5%
6.8%
2.5%
1.8%
3.8%
3.3%
10.0%
5.9%
5.2%
7.2%
6.5%

(5) No Pre-train: we forgo the pre-training phase for GC and G I ; (6)
No Attention: we remove the attention (Equation (5)) and use the
unified transition vectors; (7) No Multi-Items: Only the nearest reI , GC |S u ) + Trans(r
u
∗u
®
®
cent item is used: Head(G
u |S n , r k ) ≈ S®n+1 ; (8)
n
®
Item Attention/Convolution: we use self-attention /CNN for Head(·).
Hyper-parameters are fine tuned based on the validation datasets.
The results are shown in Table 4. The Default row shows HierTrans results. We observe methods that consider item relations
(such as TransRecC and TransRecI) outperform TransRec, which
supports that (category-level) item relations play an important role
in sequential recommendation. Specifically, TransRecI achieves
higher performance than TransRecC. One likely reason is that
there can be information leakage since the item-level relations in
the Amazon dataset are captured from user purchase history [21].
We also argue that category-level item information is more general
and stable for sequential recommendation.
Table 4: Ablation study on Electronics. Similar results hold
for the other two datasets.
Setup
Default
TransRecC
TransRecI
Concat
Connection

R@5
0.4551
0.4150
0.4282
0.3994
0.3931

N@5
0.3285
0.2999
0.3122
0.2845
0.2825

Setup
No Pre-train
No Attention
No Multi-Items
Item Attention
Item Covolution

R@5
0.4249
0.4497
0.4147
0.4406
0.4517

N@5
0.3034
0.3232
0.3016
0.3161
0.3267

The way to incorporate item multi-relations and dynamic user interactions heavily impacts HierTrans performance. Comparing Concat and Connection, directly adding category embeddings achieves
the best performance. Furthermore, results of No Attention and No
Multi-Items show both the attention and multi-items consideration play an important role to improve sequential recommendation,
which confirms our intuition that user sequence patterns are collaboratively influenced by both item relations and previous T pur®
chased items. For the choice of Head(·),
we observe using average
performs better than using attention/CNN here. One possible reason is that the three datasets are very sparse while attention/CNN
brings many parameters, which makes the corresponding method
easier to overfit.
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CONCLUSION

We propose a novel hierarchical translation-based sequential recommendation that adaptively aggregates item multi-relations and
dynamic user preferences from both a user’s interacted item patterns and a user’s dynamic translation behavior. Experiments on
different datasets show HierTrans consistently outperforms stateof-the-art sequential recommenders. In the future, we are interested
in exploring the influence of different types of item relations (e.g.,
movies with the same director) on dynamic user behaviors.
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